Lake Grove Building ESA

2 Benches
Alt. Drinking Fountain
Bike Corral
Trash Can

ESA Characteristics 12.7
Bike Racks
We need 12 Pair Locations

Large Art Location

Bus Stop
With Shelter
Includes seating or rail
and Trash Can

-

“A” level priority

-

Plaza - 50’ x 25’ triangle behind row, about 625 sq ft

-

Lots of uphill walls

-

Iconic tree location

-

Ped. or Vehicular scaled art location opportunity

-

Drinking Fountain opportunity

-

Near midblock crossing

-

Low key backdrop

-

Lots of adjacent planting area

-

Vehicular apparent, but set back for quiet use by peds.

Bus Stop
With Shelter
2 Benches
Alt. Drinking Fountain
and Trash Can

Haggen ESA

Adelle’s ESA

Salon / Bar Marzocca ESA

Riccardo’s ESA

-

“C” level priority

-

Commercial area - Entry court with office building backdrop

-

Raised terrace - possibly behind screenwall

-

“A” - level priority paired with Gubanc’s

-

Bus Stop

-

Will be very open to views from passing vehicles

-

Approx. 15’ x 25’

-

Private Development directly adjacent to ROW

-

Large space at busiest intersection in the area

-

Walls along some edges

-

Sitting area, possibly outdoor area for coffee house

-

Very close to traffic

-

Very visually apparent from all angles

-

Potential art location?

-

Iconic tree at intersection

-

Approx. 50’ long

-

Poor backdrop of parking lot

- This plan shows approx 20’ x 30’, that may be too large for the
space, could use some room for plantings and be lush

-

Stairsets in 1 or 2 locations

-

Iconic tree shown

-

Good location for ped scaled art

-

Users: Vehicular viewers, pedestrians.  

-

Not visually apparent to vehicles adjacent

- Specialty wall with water fountain element is
recommended for separation will be very visible to
drivers, pedestrians and restaurant patrons

-

Uphill wall at edge

-

Users: Coffee drinkers, quiet sitting

- Good place to make a strong visual impression,
something that describes the area
- Architectural element, interesting plantings, bus
shelter, trellises, big planters
-

Large Art
Trash Can

Users: Vehicular views, pedestrian interest, bus

Trash Can?

- Users:  viewed by drivers, opportunity for pedestrians,
adapted to quiet uses, could have programmed uses

-

Semi-Public seating

-

Covered area

-

Themed plantings - Trellises, cypress

-

Drinking fountains

Post Office Bus Stop
Bench
and Trash Can

- Users: Vehicular viewers for wall. Otherwise
pedestrians and restaurant patrons and folks waiting.

Seat Wall
Bus Stop Shelter
Bench or Lean Bar
and Trash Can

Vic’s Auto ESA
-

“C” level priority

-

Bus Stop Shelter

-

Approx. 35’ long

-

Additional 4’ width behind ROW

Thompson and Adams ESA

-

Vehicular traffic adjacent looks into space

-

“B” level priority

-

Not quiet or secluded

-

Approx. 80’ long 15’ wide at widest point

-

Small stormwater facility at corner

- Vehicular traffic adjacent does not look into
space - Across the intersection does

-

Vic’s sign needs to be considered

-

Users: Vehicular Viewers, Bus Stop patrons

Seat Wall

Large Art
Drinking Fountain

Trash Can
and Large Art
Shopping Center ESA

Future Large Art Location?

Bus Stop
With Shelter
Includes seating or rail
and Trash Can

-

2 Benches
Drinking Fountain
Bike Corral
Trash Can

“A” level priority

- Open linear plaza - 100’ x up to 12’ wide behind row, about 600
sq ft
-

Downhill walls - potential seatwalls

-

Iconic tree location

-

Viewed from passing vehicles

-

Art location suitable for vehicles or peds

-

Drinking Fountain

-

Near midblock crossing

-

Parking lot, back side of B of A backdrop

-

Downhill adjacent planting area

-

Lots of stormwater area

Bike Corral?
Trash Can

Aaron Bros. ESA

Lavang ESA

-

“B+” level priority

-

“B+” level priority

-

Commercial plaza

-

Commercial restaurant

-

Approx. 55’ long - 10’-15’ wide, 700 sq ft

-

Approx. 45’ long - 15’ wide behind planter

Sushi Restaurant ESA

New Intersection

McDonald’s ESA

-

“A” - level priority paired with Riccardo’s

-

Could be programmed - sales, art contests, etc...

-

Big planter at front, could be seating (public?)

- Commercial area next door - doesn’t interact
strongly with the new corner

-

-

Commercial area

-

Private Development down a few steps from ROW

-

Open to vehicular views

-

Commercial / food /outdoor seating

-

Somewhat exposed for pedestrians

-

McD’s and parking lot backdrop

- Somewhat separated from traffic, not visually
apparent to vehicles

-

Lots of stormwater area

-

Approx. 40’ long

-

Length of wall downhill

-

Public seatwall potential at edge of ROW

-

Potential art location

-

Restaurant seating at lower level

- Potential Iconic tree (need to work with
stormwater)

-

Stairs

-

Iconic tree potential, must work with sign

- Approx. 80’ long and 12’ of paving behind
stormwater, 1000 sq ft

- Users: Folks waiting for seating, pedestrians.  
Restaurant patrons

-

Not really open to vehicular views

Protected seating for diners

-

Small - 15’x15’

-

Potential ESAs at each corner

Somewhat shielded from traffic

- Marked for iconic tree, but that will probably be
difficult because of space.  Permission and careful
planning will probably be needed.  Looks like there is
a nice pine tree there now.

-

Iconic trees

-

Very visible to vehicular users

- Good room for interesting plants, more intimate
scale not massive iconic trees

-

-

- Lavang plantings behind from vehicular view, will
be a nice backdrop
- Users: Vehicular views, pedestrians interest,
shoppers, programmed users

- Maybe not art, but some visual interest would be
good, interesting plants, cool sign
-

“A” - level priority overall

- New improvements, traffic
signals

- Keep it open, window views from passing
vehicles
Consider moveable seating, plants etc.

Bike Corral Somewhere nearby?
Trash Can

Users: Diners, pedestrians, casual seating users

- Artwork would probably be better ped scaled,
this might not be  great place because of size
restraints
- Users: Vehicular viewers, pedestrians.  Not much
room for other uses

- Potential art locations in
median or ESAs

- Users: Vehicular viewers, pedestrians.  Car wash
sign or other sign holders would probably find this
location attractive.  Programming options?

Gubanc’s ESA

-

Public seating

-

Potential art location?  Vehicle or Ped Scale?

-

Some stormwater

-

We can’t touch the parking arrangement

- Perhaps interesting plantings for vehicular
view and ped interest.
- Users: Vehicular Viewers. Not many peds
would stop here usually

